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Abstract. Using our generalized Fick-Jacobs approach [1,2] and ex-
tensive Brownian dynamics simulations, we study particle trans-
port through three-dimensional periodic channels of different height.
Directed motion is caused by the interplay of constant bias acting along
the channel axis and a pressure-driven flow. The tremendous change of
the flow profile shape in channel direction with the channel height is
reflected in a crucial dependence of the mean particle velocity and the
effective diffusion coefficient on the channel height. In particular, we
observe a giant suppression of the effective diffusivity in thin channels;
four orders of magnitude compared to the bulk value.

1 Introduction

Effective control of mass and charge transport at microscale level is in the limelight
of widespread timely activities in different contexts. Such endeavors involve Lab-on-
chip techniques [3], molecular sieves [4,5], biological [6] and designed nanopores [7],
chromatography or, more generally, separation techniques of size-dispersed particles
on micro- or even nanoscales [8], to name but a few. Particle separation techniques
use the fact that the particles’ response to external stimuli, such as gradients or
fields, depends on their physical properties like surface charges, magnetization, size
or shape [9,10]. Accordingly, conventional methods for filtering particles involve cen-
trifugal fractionation [11], phoretic forces [12,13] or external fields [14]. Recently,
novel devices for particle separation were proposed [9,10,15–17]. The capability of
such devices for separation of particles is rooted in the effect of entropic rectifica-
tion, i.e., the rectification of motion caused by broken spatial symmetry caused by
asymmetric variations of the accessible local volume [18–20]. The transport in chan-
nels with periodically varying cross-section exhibits peculiar transport phenomena
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a segment of a reflection-symmetric sinusoidally varying channel that is
confining the motion of overdamped, point-like Brownian particles. The modulated sidewalls
±ω(x) are L-periodic, ΔH represents the channel height, and the minimal and maximal
channel widths are Δω and ΔΩ, respectively. The size of an unit cell is indicated with the
dashed lines. Superimposed is an exemplary force field F(q) which contains vortices and
stagnation points (solid circles) at the central z-layer, i.e., z = ΔH/2.

[21–26] which can be treated by means of the so-termed Fick-Jacobs formalism and
its generalizations [1,27–36].
Besides the direct forcing of the particle dynamics, the use of hydrodynamical

flows presents an additional “degree of freedom” to control particle transport [37–43]
and optimize separation efficiency, speed and purity [2,44]. As pointed out in recent
own work [1], upon combining a constant force causing the particle to move along the
channel and a pressure-driven flow that drags the particle in the opposite direction re-
sults in the phenomenon of hydrodynamically enforced entropic trapping (HEET); the
latter implies that for certain values of the constant force and the pressure drop, the
mean particle velocity vanishes and, in addition, the particles’ diffusivity is reduced
significantly. In Ref. [2], the mechanisms of entropic rectification is revealed in chan-
nels with a broken spatial reflection symmetry in presence of HEET. We demonstrated
that efficient rectification with a drastically reduced diffusivity can be achieved due
to the combined action of the forcing and the pressure-driven flow field. In both those
works, we applied the general three-dimensional theory to two-dimensional channels
(i.e. ΔH � ΔΩ in Fig. 1) and thus neglected the impact of the channel height on
the hydrodynamical flows. In this work, however, we study the impact of the channel
height which is limited in microfluidic devices on the particle transport.
After presenting the model in Sect. 2.1, we apply the generalized Fick-Jacobs

theory to a three-dimensional channel geometry with sinusoidally modulated walls in
Sect. 2.2. We derive analytic estimates for the flow velocity in corrugated channels
in Sect. 3.1. Section 4 is devoted to the combined action of constant forcing and the
hydrodynamical flow field on the transport quantities like the mean particle velocity
and the effective diffusion coefficient. In particular, we discuss the impact of the
channel height on the HEET effect. In Sect. 5 we summarize our main findings.

2 Brownian particles in microfluidic channel systems

2.1 Statement of the problem

We start by considering spherical Brownian particles of radius R suspended in an
aqueous solvent of density ρ and dynamic viscosity η. The latter fills a planar, three-
dimensional, L-periodic channel with confining periodic walls at y = ω±(x) and plane
walls placed at z = 0 and z = ΔH, see in Fig. 1. The maximum and minimum widths
in y-direction are ΔΩ and Δω, respectively. Assuming that (i) the particle suspension
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is dilute and (ii) particles are small, R� Δω, with density comparable with ρ, inertial
effects, hydrodynamic particle-particle and particle-wall interactions, and the effects
that can be initiated by rotation of particles can be neglected [45,46]. If so, the par-
ticles evolve in a laminar flow and the dynamics is well described by the overdamped
Langevin equation. By measuring the lengths, q → qL, energies, Φ → Φ kBT and
Ψ→ Ψ kBT , forces, F→ F kBT/L, and time, t→ τ t, in the scales of the period L,
the thermal energy kBT , and the relaxation time τ = 6πηRL

2/(kBT ), respectively,
we arrive at the dimensionless Langevin equation describing the overdamped motion
of Brownian particles [1], i.e.,

dq

d t
= F(q) +

√
2 ξ(t), (1)

where q = (x, y, z)T is the particle position and the Gaussian random force ξ =
(ξx, ξy, ξz)

T obeying 〈ξi(t)〉 = 0, 〈ξi(t)ξj(s)〉 = δijδ(t− s); i, j ∈ {x, y, or z}.
Generally, any force field F exerted on particles can be decomposed into a curl-

free part (described by a scalar potential Φ) and a divergence-free part (described
by a vector potential Ψ), which constitute the two components of the Helmholtz’s
decomposition theorem,

F(q) = −∇Φ(q) +∇×Ψ(q). (2)

We note that although the force F(q) can be very general, we require that either
n · (∇×Ψ) = 0 or n×∇Φ = 0 is fulfilled at the boundaries. Hereby, the outward-
pointing normal vector is n = (∓ω′±(x),±1, 0)T at the side-walls and n = (0, 0,±1)T
at the top and bottom boundary, respectively. This ensures that the harmonic compo-
nent, which can generally be non-zero for bounded domains (the Hodge or Helmholtz-
Hodge decomposition) vanishes, see discussion in Sect. 3 of Ref. [47]. For the fluidic
system considered in this work, the fact that the flow vanishes at the walls guarantees
that the first of the above boundary requirements is always met.
Hereafter, we focus on the interplay of curl-free and divergence-free forces on the

particle transport. On the one hand, we consider an external constant bias in x-
direction with magnitude f , leading to Φ(q) = −f x. On the other hand, we account
for the difference between the particle velocity q̇ and the local instantaneous velocity
of the solvent u(q) based on the Stokes law, which gives us u(q) = ∇ ×Ψ(q) with
Ψ(q) = Ψ(q)ez [1,2]. Here, Ψ(q) is the hydrodynamic stream function. As a result,
Eq. (1) turns into the Langevin equation

dq

d t
= fex + u(q) +

√
2 ξ(t), (3)

to be supplemented by no-flux boundary conditions for the particles at the walls. We
stress that our consideration completely neglects particle feedback effects, meaning
that the fluid flow is not affected by the particles and the flow field can be simply
superimposed [48].

2.2 Generalized Fick-Jacobs approach

We next present our generalized Fick-Jacobs approach [1] which extends the standard
Fick-Jacobs theory towards the most general force fields F(q) as detailed with Eq. (2).
The essential task entails computing the probability density function (PDF) P (q, t)
of finding the particle at the local position q at time t. The evolution of P (q, t) is
determined by the Smoluchowski equation [22]

0 = ∂tP (q, t) +∇ · J (q, t) , (4)
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with probability flux

J (q, t) =F(q)P (q, t)−∇P (q, t) . (5)

Caused by the impenetrability of the channel walls, the probability flux obeys the
no-flux boundary condition at the walls, viz., J (q, t) · n = 0. The prime denotes the
derivative with respect to x. Moreover, the PDF obeys the initial condition P (q, 0) =
Pinit (q) at time t = 0.
In the spirit of the Fick-Jacobs approach [22,27,28], i.e., assuming fast equili-

bration in the transverse channel direction, we perform an asymptotic perturbation
analysis in the geometric parameter ε = (ΔΩ−Δω) /L � 1 [32,33,49]. Upon re-
scaling the transverse coordinate y → ε y, we expand the joint PDF in a series in
even powers of ε, viz., P (q, t) = P0(q, t) + ε

2 P1(q, t) +O(ε4), and similarly for Φ(q)
andΨ(q), respectively. Substituting these expansions into Eq. (4) and taking account
of the the boundary conditions, where we explicitly claim that (∇×Ψ0(q))z vanishes
at the upper z = ΔH and lower confining boundary z = 0, the kinetic equation for the

time-dependent marginal PDF P0(x, t) =
∫ ω+(x)
ω−(x)

dy
∫ΔH
0
dzP0(q, t) is the generalized

Fick-Jacobs equation, which reads

∂

∂t
P0(x, t) =

∂

∂x

[(
dF(x)
dx

)

P0

]

+
∂2

∂x2
P0. (6)

Here F(x) is the generalized potential of mean force given by

F(x)=− ln

⎡

⎢
⎣

h+(x)∫

h−(x)

dy

ΔH∫

0

dze−Φ0

⎤

⎥
⎦−

x∫

0

dx′
h+(x

′)∫

h−(x′)

dy

ΔH∫

0

dz (∇×Ψ0)xPeq(y, z|x′), (7)

where Peq(y, z|x) = e−Φ0(q)
/∫ h+(x)

h−(x)
dy
∫H
0
dz e−Φ0(q) is the equilibrium PDF of y

and z, conditioned on x. The derivation of Eqs. (6) and (7) is presented in detail in
our Appendix A.
We note that F(x) comprises the usual entropic contribution [29,50], i.e. the first,

logarithmic term, which is caused by the non-holonomic constraint stemming from
the boundaries [51] and the newly energetic contribution [1], i.e. the part stemming
from Ψ0, which is associated with the conditional average of the x-component of
divergence-free forces exerted on the particle weighted by its equilibrium conditional
PDF Peq(y, z|x). In the absence ofΨ, Eqs. (6) and (7) reduce to the commonly known
result of the Fick-Jacobs approximation [28].
In the long time limit, limt→∞ P (q, t) = P (q), the PDF has to satisfy the

normalization condition
∫
unit−cell P (q) d

3q = 1, and be periodic, P (x + m, y, z) =

P (x, y, z) ,∀m ∈ Z. Referring to Eq. (6), the stationary marginal PDF reads
P0(x) = I−1I(x), (8)

in leading order, with I(x) = e−F(x)
∫ x+1
x
dx′eF(x

′) and I = ∫ 1
0
dx I(x).

Note that a closed-form expression for P0(x) exists only if the scalar potential
Φ0 is either independent of the x-coordinate or scales linearly with x, and if and
only if the longitudinal coordinate x is not multiplicative connected to the transverse
coordinates. Further, Eq. (8) is only valid if the x-component of (∇×Ψ0)x is periodic
in x with unit period an the generalized potential of mean force fulfills the condition
ΔF = F(x + 1) − F(x) �= 0. For ΔF = 0, the stationary joint PDF is constant,
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P0(q) = const, and the marginal PDF scales with the local channel cross-section
P0(x) ∝ Q(x), wherein Q(x) = ΔH (ω+(x)− ω−(x)).
We evaluate the stationary average particle current by use of well-known analytic

expressions [22], to yield

〈ẋ〉 = I−1 (1− eΔF) . (9)

The effective diffusion coefficient Deff = limt→∞(
〈
x2(t)

〉 − 〈x(t)〉2)/(2t) (in units of
the bulk diffusivity, D0 = kBT/(6πηR)) is calculated via the first two moments of
the first passage time distribution, see Eq. (17) in Ref. [22], leading to

Deff = I−3
1∫

0

dx

x∫

x−1
dx′ eF(x)−F(x

′) I2(x). (10)

3 Poiseuille flow in a weakly shape-perturbed
three-dimensional channel

3.1 General solution for arbitrary profile functions

We are interested in the stationary fluid flow through a three-dimensional, planar
channel geometry with periodically varying cross-section as, e.g., in Fig. 1. A slow
pressure-driven steady flow of an incompressible solvent is determined by the dimen-
sionless Stokes equations [45,52]

∇P(q) =∇2u(q), ∇ · u (q) = 0, (11)

being valid for small Reynolds number Re � 1. Here, the flow velocity u =

(ux, uy, uz)
T
and the pressure P(q) are measured in the units of L/τ and η/τ , re-

spectively. We require that u is periodic, u(x, y, z) = u(x + 1, y, z), and obeys the
no-slip boundary conditions, u(q) = 0, ∀q ∈ channel wall. The pressure is supposed
to satisfy the jump condition P(x + 1, y) = P(x, y) + ΔP where ΔP is the pressure
drop along one unit cell.
By looking for a plane parallel flow in the form u(q) = (ux(q), uy(q), 0)T , we

find that the local pressure is independent of z, P = P(x, y). For the flow confined
between the solid plane walls at z = 0,ΔH, satisfying the no-slip requirement at
these boundaries and being consistent with Eq. (11), the flow field can be represented
as series [52]

(ux(q), uy(q))T =

∞∑

m=0

(fm(x, y), gm(x, y))
T sin

( cmz
ΔH

)
, (12)

yielding the relation

4(∂xP, ∂yP)T
cm

=

(

�2D − c2m
ΔH2

)

(fm, gm)
T , (13)

where cm = (2m + 1)π and �2D = ∂2x + ∂2y ; for the z-independent pressure gradient
terms we have used the representation of a constant 1 =

∑∞
m=0 4 c

−1
m sin(cmz/ΔH).

In the full analogy to the derivation of the generalized Fick-Jacobs equation, all
transverse quantities are measured in units of expansion parameter ε, i.e., y → ε y,
ω±(x)→ ε h±(x), and gm → ε gm. The existence of a Poiseuille flow solution in a
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channel with non-deformed wall profiles at y = ω± = const, additionally requires
a typical rescaling of pressure, P → ε−2 P. Afterwards, we perform the long-wave
expansion

(fm, gm,P)T =
∞∑

n=0

εn(f (n)m , g
(n)
m ,Pn)T . (14)

After the substitution into Eq. (13), we obtain

4

cm
∂xP0 = ∂2yf (0)m − κ2c2mf (0)m , (15a)

4

cm
∂yP0 = 0 , with κ =

ε

ΔH
, (15b)

in the leading order in ε. Note that the parameter κ is a ratio of two parameters;
both can be arbitrarily small. While for channels with wide gaps between the walls at
z = 0 and z = ΔH, κ� 1 (ΔH � ε) and thus the third term in Eq. (15a) becomes
negligible, this term dominates for small gaps κ� 1 (ΔH � ε); the latter is referred
to as the Hele-Shaw flow limit.
It follows from Eq. (15b) that the pressure P0 depends only on the x-coordinate

and we can integrate Eq. (15a), whose general solution reads

f (0)m = Am sinh (cmκy) +Bm cosh (cmκy)− 4∂xP0(x)
c3mκ

2
· (16)

Satisfying the no-slip boundary conditions fm(x, y = h±(x)) = 0, we find the con-
stants Am and Bm to arrive at

ux0(q) = −
4

κ2
∂xP0(x)

∞∑

m=0

{

1− sinh [cmκ (h+(x)− y)]
sinh [cmκH(x)] −

− sinh [cmκ(y − h−(x))]
sinh [cmκH(x)]

}

c−3m sin
( cmz
ΔH

)
,

(17)

where H(x) = h+(x) − h−(x) is the re-scaled local width. From the integrated con-
tinuity condition follows that the transverse velocity component uy0(q) is determined

by g
(0)
m (x, y) = −∂x

∫ y
h−(x)

f
(0)
m (x, y′) dy′. Satisfying the no-slip conditions for uy0(q)

at y = h±(x) allows us to obtain the local pressure P0(x),

P0(x) = P0 + ΔP
〈χ−1(x)〉x

x∫

0

dx′ χ−1(x′), (18)

where

χ(x) =
1

κ3

[
7ζ(3)

8π3
κH(x) + 2

∞∑

m=0

1− cosh (cmκH(x))
c4m sinh(cmκH(x))

]

· (19)

Here, ΔP is the drop of pressure along one unit-cell, P0 corresponds to a constant
offset which can be set to zero and ζ(x) is the Riemann zeta function.
Note that for reflection symmetric cross-sections, h±(x) = ±h(x), Eq. (17) re-

sembles Eq. (9) in [53] where the leading order solution was obtained via lubrication
theory, using the channel height as an expansion parameter, ΔH � 1.
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Fig. 2. Profiles of the longitudinal flow component ux in a 3D channel with sinusoidally
modulated boundary, ω±(x), Eq. (20), and constant height ΔH, see Fig. 1. The profiles in
the y− z plane were numerically evaluated by FEM (markers) for different ratios of channel
height to local width: ΔH/ΔΩ at xpos = 0.5 (left column) and ΔH/Δω at xpos = 1 (right
column). The solid lines represent the analytic estimate, Eq. (17), by calculating the sum of
the first 10 terms. The remaining parameter values are ΔΩ = 0.5, Δω = 0.4, and ΔP = 100.

3.2 Poiseuille flow in a reflection-symmetric geometry

In Fig. 2 we depict the numerical solution of the Stokes equation in a three-
dimensional channel, Eq. (11), with reflection symmetric sinusoidally-shaped sidewalls
[32,33], cf. Fig. 1, using finite element method (FEM)

ω± (x) = ±
[
ΔΩ+Δω

4
− ΔΩ−Δω

4
cos (2πx)

]

. (20)

It is shown that the flow profile in both y- and z- directions is symmetric with respect
to the the center of the channel. The maximal flow velocity increases with growing
channel height whereby the pressure-driven flow attains its largest value at the bottle-
neck due to the continuity condition ∇·u = 0. We note that the profiles ux(q) in both
y- and z-directions crucially depend on the channel height ΔH. While ux(q) remains
highly parabolic in z for very thin channels ΔH � ΔΩ, the profile becomes flat in z
except near the walls in the limit of infinite channel ΔH � ΔΩ. The behavior of ux
in y-direction has an opposite tendency. The profile is parabolic for all ΔH except
for the case of very thin channels, ΔH � ΔΩ, when the profile of ux as a function of
y becomes flatter (not depicted in Fig. 2).
We find that our analytic expression for the longitudinal flow component, Eq. (17),

agrees very well with the numerics for weakly modulated channels, cf. Fig. 2 (ε = 0.1).
With growing channel corrugation, i.e., ε → ΔΩ, respectively, Δω → 0, the leading
order theoretical prediction tends to overestimate the numerical results, especially at
the bottleneck. Nevertheless, the agreement remains notably well at the widest part
of the channel (not explicitly shown).
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3.3 Thin channel – Hele-Shaw limit

As seen from the numerical results, when the gap between the two plane walls at z = 0
and z = ΔH is small, the velocity profile in the z-direction is parabolic, see Fig. 2.
This is consistent with the known asymptotic relation between the flow velocity and
the pressure gradient

u = −1
2
∇P(x, y) z (ΔH − z) , (21)

which formally holds in the Hele-Shaw limit ΔH → 0. The latter and the uniformity
of the pressure in the z-direction allows us to integrate u with respect to z and thus
to consider an effective velocity field in only the two dimensions x and y. Substituting
Eq. (21) into the continuity equation, ∇ ·u = 0, and integrating the latter over z, we
obtain the governing equation of Hele-Shaw flows

0 = �2DP =
[
∂2x + ∂

2
y

]P(x, y). (22)

This equation is supplemented by the no-slip boundary conditions on the side walls of
the channel, ∇P · n = 0, where n = (∓ω′±(x),±1, 0)T is a unit vector perpendicular
to the side wall and the discussed jump condition P(x+ 1, y) = P(x, y) + ΔP.
As earlier, if we rescale the transverse coordinate y → ε y and expand the local

pressure in a series in even powers of ε, P = P0 + ε2P1 +O(ε4), in the leading order
we find

P0(x, y) = ΔP
〈W (x)−1〉x

x∫

0

dx′W (x′)−1, (23a)

and the longitudinal flow component becomes

ux0 = −
ΔP

2 〈W (x)−1〉x
z (ΔH − z)
W (x)

· (23b)

Here, the results are written in terms of W (x) = ω+(x)− ω−(x).

3.4 Limit of a high channel

For microfluidics devices the aspect ratio of height to width can often be so large that
ΔH � ΔΩ. In this case, the velocity profile for ux in z is flat, cf. square markers in
Fig. 2. Taking the limit κ→ 0 in Eqs. (17)–(19), we obtain the quasi-two dimensional
results [1]

ux0(x, y) � −
∂xP0(x)
2

(ω+(x)− y) (y − ω−(x)) , (24a)

P0(x, y) � ΔP
〈W (x)−3〉x

x∫

0

dx′W (x′)−3. (24b)

Here, we have used the definition of κ and the relation εH(x) =W (x).
Interestingly, irrespective of the channel height the local pressure sharply increases,

respectively, decreases at the channel’s bottlenecks instead of the linear growth known
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Fig. 3. The scaled average particle velocity 〈ẋ〉 (a) and the effective diffusion coefficient
Deff (b) as functions of the pressure drop ΔP for different channel heights ΔH. In panel
(a): The dash-dotted line corresponds to ΔP � 0, Eq. (26), and the dashed line represent
the asymptotic limit 〈ẋ〉 ∝ −ΔP for ΔP � f . In panel (b): The horizontal dash-dotted
line corresponds to the value of the bulk diffusivity. The markers are for Brownian dynamics
simulations of Eq. (3) with the flow field obtained via numerically solving Eq. (11). For all
simulation results the external force magnitude is kept fixed f = 100 and the maximum and
minimum channel width are set to ΔΩ = 0.5 and Δω = 0.1, respectively.

for straight channels. Consequently, ux0 attains its maximum values at the bottle-
necks where the gradient of the local pressure is maximal. Thereby, the longitudinal
flow component ux0 is inversely proportional to the third power of the local channel
width W (x) for infinite high channels and only proportional to 1/W (x) for very thin
channels. From this reasoning we can conclude that the flow velocity in longitudinal
direction is limited from above by the values

max(|ux0 |) ≤ |ΔP|
(ΔH)2ΔΩ

8Δω
, for ΔH → 0, (25a)

max(|ux0 |) ≤ |ΔP|
(ΔΩ)3

8Δω
, for ΔH →∞. (25b)

4 Hydrodynamically enforced entropic trapping

Next, we investigate the dependence of the transport quantities, such as the average
particle velocity 〈ẋ〉, Eq. (9), and the effective diffusion coefficient Deff , Eq. (10), on
the force magnitude f and the pressure drop ΔP which control the curl-free and the
divergence-free contributions in Eq. (2), respectively.
In Fig. 3a, we depict the mean particle velocity 〈ẋ〉 as a function of the applied

pressure drop ΔP for different channel heights ΔH. The strength of the external bias
is kept fixed, viz., f = 100. The numerical results are obtained by Brownian dynamics
simulations of Eq. (3) for 3 · 104 particles. While 〈ẋ〉 exhibits a linear dependence on
ΔP and, consequently, it is point symmetric with respect to ΔP only in the case of
purely flow induced transport (f = 0), its behavior changes drastically for f �= 0.
For small to intermediate values of |ΔP|, the presence of the flow is insignificant and
thus the mean particle velocity remains almost constant. In this interval the external
bias dominates and hence F(x) is approximately given by F(x) � −f x− ln[2ω(x)].
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the critical ratio (f/ΔP)cr on the channel height ΔH is depicted.
The dashed dotted line represents the behavior for Hele-Shaw like channels, cf. Eq. (27),
while the horizontal dashed lines indicate the asymptotic value for infinite height channels,
Eq. (28). Inset: At an intermediate range of channels heights the critical ratio attains its
maximum value. The maximal channel width is set to ΔΩ = 0.5.

According to Eq. (9), the mean particle current reads

〈ẋ〉f �
f3 + 4π2 f

f2 + 2π2(
√
δ + 1/

√
δ)
, for ΔP = 0 , (26)

where δ = Δω/ΔΩ. For ΔP > 0, the solvent flow drags the particles into the direction
opposite to the external force (ux < 0 and f > 0). At a critical pressure drop ΔPcr,
a sharp transition of 〈ẋ〉 from positive to negative values occurs, cf. Refs. [1,2]. Upon
further increasing ΔP, the flow-induced Stokes’ drag force starts to dominate over
the static bias f and thus 〈ẋ〉 ∝ −ΔP, see the dashed line in Fig. 3a.
Although strong nonvanishing local forces fex+u(q) are acting and the particles

experience continuous thermal fluctuations, there exists a critical ratio (f/ΔP)cr such
that the mean particle velocity vanishes identically 〈ẋ〉 = 0. We observe that the value
of ΔPcr crucial depends on the channel height ΔH for a given sidewall profile, cf.
Fig. 3a. According to Eq. (25a), the maximum value max(|ux0 |) scales with ΔPΔH2
for thin microfluidic channels. Consequently, the thinner the channel the larger is the
needed pressure difference in order to reverse the particle’s transport direction for a
given value of f . Using our approximated results for longitudinal flow components
Eq. (23b) for Hele-Shaw like channels and Eq. (24a) for quasi 2D channels, we can
estimate the lower and upper limit for the critical ratio (f/ΔP)cr. As follows from
Eq. (9), 〈ẋ〉 = 0 if and only if F(x+ 1)−F(x) = ΔF = 0, yielding

(
f

ΔP
)

cr

=
ΔH2

12
, forΔH → 0, (27)

for very thin channels and

(
f

ΔP
)

cr

=
1

12

〈
W (x)−1

〉
x

〈W (x)−3〉x
=

2ΔΩ2 δ2

3 (3 + 2δ + 3δ2)
, (28)

for infinite height channels ΔH →∞.
In Fig. 4, we depict the numerically evaluated results for (f/ΔP)cr as a function

of the channel height ΔH for various aspect ratios δ. The critical ratio exhibits a
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non-linear dependence on the ratio of channel height to maximum width ΔΩ. While
(f/ΔP)cr grows independently of the particular local width W (x) with ΔH2 for
Hele-Shaw channels it saturates at an asymptotic value for ΔH � ΔΩ. According
to Eq. (28), these asymptotics are solely determined by the channel geometry. Espe-
cially, the smaller the maximum channel width ΔΩ the less is the ratio f/ΔP in
order to inhibit particle transport for a given aspect ratio δ. While (f/ΔP)crit goes
to zero for almost closed channels δ → 0, Eq. (28) resembles the Poiseuille flow
result (f/ΔP)cr = ΔΩ2/12 for straight channels δ = 1. In between the two limits,
viz., ΔH → 0 and ΔH → ∞, (f/ΔP)cr attains a maximum for sufficient strong
corrugated channels, i.e., δ � 1. This fact is presented in depth in the inset (i) of
Fig. 4. In particular, it turns out that channels with square cross-section ΔH � ΔΩ
can be treated as a quasi 2D geometry and thus the curves for the mean particle
velocity overlap for ΔH � ΔΩ, cf. Fig. 3a.
The described non-linear behavior of the mean particle velocity 〈ẋ〉 comes along

with a peculiar behavior of the effective diffusion coefficient Deff , see Fig. 3b. In
particular, the variations in the flow field at the microscale contribute significantly
to the macroscale effective diffusion coefficient Deff : For ΔP < 1, Deff is mainly
determined by the channel’s geometry and the constant bias f ; Deff exhibits the
known bell shaped behavior as a function of f [50]. At ΔP ≈ ΔPcr, a drastic reduction
of the diffusivity can be observed. This effect, which occurs when the constant bias
and the flow start to counteract such that the field F(q) = fex + u(q) contains
vortices and stagnation points at given transverse height locations z, see Fig. 1, is
referred to as hydrodynamically enforced entropic trapping (HEET). With the further
growth in ΔP, Deff exhibits Taylor-Aris dispersion [54,55] irrespective of the channel
constriction, i.e., Deff ∝ ΔP2.
Obviously, the behavior of Deff on ΔP depends crucial on the channel height. For

Hele-Shaw like channels, ΔH � ΔΩ, we observe a similar dependence of Deff on ΔP
known from our previous 2D studies [1,2]. There, the effective diffusion coefficient is of
the order ofD0 for ΔP � ΔPcr and displays an abrupt decrease at ΔPcr. Remarkable,
the values of Deff are several orders of magnitudes smaller than the bulk value. This
HEET-effect becomes more pronounced for thinner channels (4 orders of magnitude
for ΔH/ΔΩ = 0.1) and larger external bias f (not shown explicitly).
Contrary to our reasoning in the previous 2D studies [1,2],Deff does not depict the

typical HEET characteristics for the quasi 2D setup, ΔH � ΔΩ. Nevertheless, given
that the value of Deff attains its minimum at ΔPcr, the effective diffusion coefficient
grows proportional to ΔP2 for intermediate to large pressure drops ΔP. As mentioned
earlier, the velocity profile for ux is flat in z except near the walls, cf. square markers
in Fig. 2. FEM simulation results for the Stokes equation in a 3D channel, Eq. (11),
indicate that ux grows linearly in z for 0 ≤ z �W (x), respectively, decreases linearly
ΔH −W (x) � z ≤ ΔH, see left panel in Fig. 5. In between, the flow profile is flat
in z-direction and depends solely on x and y. In this central region, the local force
field F(r) = fex + u contains vortices pushing the particles towards the channel
wall. Therefore, the particles exhibit long residence times in the domains of strong
accumulation although they experience continuous thermal fluctuations. This is the
microscopic origin of the hydrodynamically enforced entropic trapping effect. In the
absence of an additional scalar potential Φz(z) confining the particles in z-direction,
the particles are equally distributed in z-direction. Consequently, particles located
close to the plane walls at z = 0,ΔH are dragged by the external bias f and move to
the right. Simultaneously, particles in the central layer may move to the left or slowly
to the right or are even be trapped. This leads to the observed drastic enhancement
of diffusion Deff ∝ ΔP 2.
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Fig. 5. Left panel: critical transverse position z†, where the flow velocity attains 80%
(dash-dotted line), 90% (dashed line), or 95% (solid line) of the maximum flow velocity, as
a function of the local channel width W (x). For high channels W (x) � ΔH, the critical
transverse position is proportional to the local width, z† ∝ W (x). Right panel: impact of
confining potential Φz0(z) = 0.5κz(z −ΔH/2)2 on the effective diffusion coefficient. Super-
imposed are the numerical results (triangles) for the purely 2D setup [1]. The remaining
parameter values are ΔΩ = 0.5, Δω = 0.1, ΔH = 50, and f = 100.

In the right panel of Fig. 5, we present the impact of an additional confining scalar
potential

Φz(z) =
κz

2

(

z − ΔH
2

)2
, (29)

on the effective diffusion coefficient Deff . With growing trap stiffness κz the particle
becomes confined around the central layer at z = ΔH/2. Consequently, the impact
of the plane walls at z = 0,ΔH diminishes and, as expected, the behavior of Deff on
ΔP resembles the numerical results (triangles) for the purely 2D setup [1].

5 Conclusions

Bearing microfluidic application in mind, we addressed here the problem of transport
of Brownian particles in a 3D channel geometry confined by sinusoidally modulated
walls and two plane walls placed at z = 0 and z = ΔH. The analysis of particle
transport caused by the counteraction of a pressure-driven flow and a constant bias
of strength f pointing in the opposite direction, ensues the intriguing finding that
the hydrodynamically enforced entropic trapping effect [1,2] crucially depends on the
channel height ΔH. In particular, the flow profile in channel direction changes from
parabolic shape ux ∝ z (ΔH − z) for very thin channels – Hele-Shaw limit ΔH � ΔΩ
– to an almost flat profile in z (except near the walls) in the limit of infinite extended
channels ΔH � ΔΩ. Therefore, we found that the critical ratio of force magnitude
f to the applied pressure drop ΔP at which the mean particle current vanishes iden-
tically and the effective diffusion coefficient is significantly suppressed – HEET effect
– scales with ΔH2 for thin channels and saturates at an asymptotic value for high
channels. Consequently, the critical pressure drop increases with shrinking channel
width ΔPcr ∝ fcr/ΔH2 leading to a giant suppression of the effective diffusivity; 4
orders of magnitude compared to the bulk value for the parameters explored in this
work. We emphasize that the HEET effect becomes more pronounced for larger fcr
and ΔPcr, respectively, leading to stiffer traps [1]. Consequently, we expect that even
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smaller values of Deff/D
0 might be observed for stronger forces f . The latter feature

may prove advantageous in tailoring more efficient separation devices as compared to
currently used methods in separating micro- and/or nano-sized particles. Note that
our methodology admits the situation of a pressure-driven solvent flow; alternatively,
similar effects can be expected in electroosmotic and electrokinetic systems or in a
resting solvent with nonvanishing divergence-free forces.
Finally, we briefly mention the influence of hydrodynamic interaction between the

particles and the corrugated boundaries. In general, the interaction of a particle with
the wall depends on the particle shape [56], orientation, and position, as well as on
the geometry of the channel walls [45,57]. Generally, the presence of a flat wall is
known to effectively retard the motion of a small spherical particle. This effect can
be roughly accounted for by introducing an additional drag force with magnitude
Δf = Rf/(l − R) + O ((R/l)2) [45], acting against the direction of the particle’s
motion. Here, R is the radius of particle, and l is the distance to the wall. For two
planar parallel confining walls, this force becomes more complicated, see, e.g., [58]. If
we consider a deviation of 10%, Δf = 0.1f , the distance between particle and wall
has to be at least l ≥ 10R to formally disregard the impact of the hydrodynamic
coupling to the wall. For this reason, the theory is formally justified for a dilute
particle suspension. Otherwise, the impact of hydrodynamic interactions is expected
to originate and become significant at the bottleneck. For instance, accumulation of
particles at the constricting bottleneck may enhance due to the interaction with the
wall [37,59].

A Derivation of the Fick-Jacobs solution for generalized forces

For finite corrugation ε �= 0, it is feasible to measure the transverse coordinate y → ε y
and the boundary functions ω±(x)→ ε h±(x) in units of ε. Consequently, the gradient
∇→ (∂x, ε−1∂y, ∂z)T and the Laplace operator�→ (∂2x+ε−2∂2y+∂2z ) change. Due to
the invariance of∇×Ψ, the vector potential scales asΨ→ (εΨx,Ψy, εΨz)T . Further,
we expand the probability density function (PDF) P (q, t) = P0(q, t) + ε

2 P1(q, t) +
O(ε4) as well as Φ(q) = Φ0(q) + ε2 Φ1(q) +O(ε4), and each component of Ψ(q)i =
Ψ0i (q)+ε

2Ψ1i (q)+O(ε4), for i = x, y, z, in the a series in even orders of ε. Substituting
this ansatz into Eq. (4), yields

0 =− ∂y
[
e−Φ0∂y

(
eΦ0 P0

)]
+ε2
{
∂tP0 − ∂y

[
e−Φ1∂y

(
eΦ1 P0

)]− ∂y
[
e−Φ0∂y

(
eΦ0 P1

)]

−∂x
[
e−Φ0∂x

(
eΦ0 P0

)]− ∂z
[
e−Φ0∂z

(
eΦ0 P0

)]
+ (∇×Ψ0) ·∇P0

}
+O(ε4).

(30)

Furthermore, the no-flux boundary conditions read:

at y = h+, h− :

0 = ∓e−Φ0∂y
(
eΦ0 P0

)∓ ε2 {e−Φ0∂y
(
eΦ0 P1

)
+ e−Φ1∂y

(
eΦ1 P0

)

−h′±(x)e−Φ0∂x
(
eΦ0 P0

)
+h′±(x)(∇×Ψ0)x P0 − (∇×Ψ0)y P0

}
+O(ε4), (31a)

at z = ΔH, 0:

0 = ∓e−Φ0∂z
(
eΦ0 P0

)± (∇×Ψ0)z P0 ∓ ε2
{
e−Φ0∂z

(
eΦ0 P1

)

+e−Φ1∂z
(
eΦ1 P0

)− (∇×Ψ1)z P0 − (∇×Ψ0)z P1
}
+O(ε4). (31b)

From the leading order ε0, Eqs. (30) and (31), immediately follows that P0(q, t) =
g(x, t)e−Φ0(q), where g(x, t) is an unknown function which has to be determined
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from the second order, O(ε2), of Eq. (30). Thereby, we assume that the translation
invariance in the z-direction is broken solely by the scalar potential Φ. Note that
this assumption is always justified for laminar flows in confinements, because uz =
(∇×Ψ)z = 0. Otherwise, the unknown function g can also be dependent on z.
Integrating O(ε2) over the local cross-section Q(x) = ΔH (h+(x)− h−(x)), rear-

ranging derivatives and integrals, and taking account of the no-flux boundary condi-
tions, Eqs. (31b), finally, we arrive at

∂tP0(x, t) =−∂xJx0 (x, t) =−∂x
h+(x)∫

h−(x)

dy

ΔH∫

0

dz
[−e−Φ0∂xg + (∇×Ψ0)x g e−Φ0

]
(32)

with the marginal probability flux Jx0 (x, t).
In what follows, we focus on the steady state solution, i.e., ∂tP0 = 0. Since the

unknown function g is assumed to be independent of z, Eq. (32) simplifies to

const = Jx0 = − e−A(x) g′(x) + g(x) e−A(x) α(x). (33)

Thereby, the “entropic” potential A(x) and the accessory part α(x) read

A(x) = − ln

⎡

⎢
⎣

h+(x)∫

h−(x)

dy

ΔH∫

0

dz e−Φ0

⎤

⎥
⎦ , (34)

and

α(x) =

h+(x)∫

h−(x)

dy

ΔH∫

0

dz (∇×Ψ0)x e−Φ0(q)+A(x), (35)

respectively. Solving the differential equation for g(x) yields

P0(q) = g(x) e
−Φ0(q) =

⎡

⎣C0 − Jx0
x∫

0

dx′ eF(x
′)

⎤

⎦ e
−Φ0(q)+

x∫

0

dx′ α(x′)
, (36)

where C0 is an integration constant and F(x) is the potential of mean force in the
longitudinal direction,

F(x)=− ln

⎡

⎢
⎣

h+(x)∫

h−(x)

dy

ΔH∫

0

dze−Φ0

⎤

⎥
⎦−

x∫

0

dx′
h+(x

′)∫

h−(x′)

dy

ΔH∫

0

dz (∇×Ψ0)xPeq(y, z|x′).

(37)

Here, Peq(y, z|x) represents the equilibrium PDF of y and z, conditioned on x, given
by Peq(y, z|x) = exp[−Φ0(q) +A(x)].
Plugging the solution for g(x), Eq. (36), into Eq. (32), one obtains an ordinary

differential equation for the stationary marginal PDF P0(x)

0 = ∂x

[
dF
dx
P0(x)

]

+ ∂2xP0(x). (38)
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Moreover, the kinetic equation for the time-dependent marginal PDF P0(x, t) can be
drawn from its steady state solution, resulting in the generalized Fick-Jacobs equation

∂tP0(x, t) = ∂x

[
dF(x)
dx

P0(x, t)

]

+ ∂2xP0(x, t). (39)

We emphasize that the generalized Fick-Jacobs equation Eq. (39) can also be derived
from Eq. (32) assuming separation of time scales [28,29,50]. By using P0(q, t) =
g(x, t)e−Φ0 , Eq. (32) can be written as

∂tP0(x, t) = −∂x
h+(x)∫

h−(x)

dy

ΔH∫

0

dz [(−∂xΦ0 + (∇×Ψ0)x)P0(q, t)− ∂xP0(q, t)] . (40)

This relation connects the marginal PDF P0(x, t) with the P0(q, t). According to the
Bayes theorem, the PDF is given by the product of the conditional PDF P (y, z|x, t)
and the marginal PDF, viz. P (q, t) = P (y, z|x, t)P (x, t). In general, for arbitrary
channels and forces, P (y, z|x, t) cannot be calculated analytically. In the presence of
time scales separation, however, it is reasonable to assume that the distribution of
the transverse coordinates y and z relaxes much faster to the equilibrium one than
that of the longitudinal coordinate. Hence, the conditional PDF can be approximated
by its equilibrium solution P (y, z|x, t)→ Peq(y, z|x) = exp[−Φ0(q) +A(x)]. Then, it
becomes possible to show that Eq. (40) transforms into the generalized Fick-Jacobs
equation Eq. (39).
Note that although an equation for the marginal PDF P0(x, t) or, respectively,

for the stationary PDF P0(q), can be derived, a closed analytic solution obeying the
periodicity requirement P (x+ 1, y, z, t) = P (x, y, z, t) can only be obtained if (i) the
curl-free potential scales Φ(q) ∼ −f xβ with β = 0, 1 and (ii) (∇ ×Ψ)x is periodic
in x. In order to calculate the stationary periodic solution, the integration constant
C0 in Eq. (36) has to be fixed

P0(x+ 1, y, z)=

⎡

⎣C0 − Jx0
1∫

0

dx eF(x) − Jx0
∞∫

0

dx′eF(x
′)

⎤

⎦e−ΔFe
−Φ0(q)+

x∫

0

dx′ α(x′)

≡P0(x, y, z).
In the case that F is periodic in x, i.e., ΔF = F(x+ 1)− F(x) = 0, the solution to
Eq. (36) fulfills the periodicity requirement provided that either

∫ 1
0
dx exp(F(x)) = 0

or the probability current vanishes, Jx0 = 0. The former condition is only feasible forF(x) = −∞, which is unphysical. From the latter condition, Jx0 = 0, follows imme-
diately that divergence-free force has to vanish for all values of x, i.e., (∇×Ψ)x=0.
Consequently, Φ(x+1, y, z)−Φ(x, y, z) must vanish identically and therefore the sta-
tionary PDF is constant, P0(q) = C0. Then, the marginal PDF scales with the local
channel cross-section

P0(x) ∼ ΔH (h+(x)− h−(x)) . (41)

In the opposite limit, ΔF �= 0, the periodicity requirement is solely fulfilled for
C0 = J

x
0

∫ 1
0
dx exp(F(x)) /(1− exp(ΔF)) and finally we end up with

P0(x) =
e−F(x)

∫ x+1
x
dx′ eF(x

′)

∫ 1
0
dx eF(x)

∫ x+1
x
dx′ eF(x′)

, (42)
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where the stationary PDF obeys the normalization condition
∫
unit−cell P (q, t) d

3q =
1. We stress that if β > 1 or the longitudinal coordinate x is multiplicatively connected
to the transverse coordinates, a closed periodic solution for P0(x) cannot be found
[60,61].
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